INTRODUCTION
============

Identification of non-coding functional DNA segments in large genomic sequences is one of the most challenging tasks of whole genome annotation. With literally tens of genomes of a few billion base pairs each sequenced, deciphering and understanding this expanding universe of genomic sequences has become a major challenge. While countless transcriptional enhancers have been studied in great detail, there still is limited understanding of their fundamental properties and modes of action and the detection of their presence in large genomic sequences remains notoriously difficult ([@B1; @B2; @B3]).

It has long been known that DNaseI hypersensitive sites (DHS) are associated with enhancers, silencers, insulators, 5′ promoters and LCRs ([@B4]). In fact, mapping DHS has traditionally been taken as the gold standard for the experimental identification of DNA sequence elements of regulatory interest ([@B5]). In addition, numerous promoters are found within exons ([@B6]), and may also be associated with DHS ([@B7]).

With the proliferation of entirely sequenced genomes, comparative genomics is proving to be a powerful means of identifying potentially functional well-conserved genomic sequences. Initial efforts to find regulatory sequences in intergenic regions showed that gene deserts can contain enhancers located more than 500 kb from their target gene ([@B8]). Revisiting loci that have been the object of thorough experimental investigation with state-of-the-art comparative genomics is also proving to be most informative, as shown by Hugues *et al.* ([@B9]) for the α-globin locus. Recently, genome-wide endeavors have uncovered thousands of conserved non-coding elements (CNEs) per human chromosome ([@B10]). While a very high fraction of those CNEs can be expected to harbor functions, it cannot be assumed that all functional non-coding genomic sequences will be brought to light by comparative genomics. It is to be expected that lineage- and species-specific regulatory modules will be more difficult to ascertain in this manner.

It is now widely accepted that transposable elements (TEs) have shaped eukaryotic genomes ([@B11],[@B12]). Their contribution is well documented relative to both gene structure and regulation ([@B13],[@B14]). Indeed, sequencing of the genome of the marsupial *Monodelphis domestica* suggests that TEs have supplied a substantial fraction of CNEs in mammalian genomes, making them major contributors to the evolution of mammalian gene regulation ([@B15]). The contribution of TEs to functional genomic features comes in many forms ([@B16]). In primates, exonized Alu sequences have contributed hundreds of lineage- and species-specific exons ([@B17]). Moreover, several thousand Alu elements in the human genome are just a few mutations away from exonization ([@B18]). Alu elements have also contributed lineage-specific functional gene regulatory elements ([@B19]).

Identifiable TEs make up ∼45% of the human genome and this is clearly an underestimate because many ancient TEs will have diverged so as to be unrecognizable by DNA sequence alignment methods ([@B16],[@B20]). Eucaryotic TEs fall into two classes, retrotransposons (class I) and DNA transposons (class II) ([@B21],[@B22]). In humans, they constitute about 42 and 3% of the genome, respectively ([@B23]). Mammalian retrotransposons include retroviral-like long terminal repeat (LTR) elements, and two classes of non-LTR elements, short interspersed repetitive elements (SINEs) and long interspersed repetitive elements (LINEs) ([@B23],[@B24]). Of the three LINE families in the human genome (L1, L2 and L3), L1-LINEs are the most abundant and the only ones still active ([@B20]). Typically, L1-LINEs span about 6 kb and contain two open reading frames (ORFs) flanked by variable 5′- and 3′-untranslated regions (UTRs) ([@B25]). L1-LINEs constitute ∼17% of the human genome ([@B26]). A substantial portion (23%) of DHS in CD4^+^ human T cells are contained within TEs ([@B27]). In addition, a surprisingly high percentage of human regulatory sequences can be recognized as TE-derived by sequence alignment methods ([@B19]). For example, about 24% of 2004 human promoter sequences analyzed contained TE-derived sequences ([@B13]).

The sequence composition of entire genomes, as assessed in terms of short word frequencies in their DNA sequence, has been used to suggest phylogenetic relationships ([@B28; @B29; @B30]). It has been reported, for example, that di- and tri-nucleotide frequencies are alike in closely related species ([@B31]). It has even been suggested that word-frequency variation between related species is reflective of differences in their respective processes of DNA modification, replication and repair ([@B32]). The snapshot of the sequence composition of an entire genome, however, is more likely to reflect its content in TEs rather than their respective differences in fundamental processes of DNA maintenance, especially for mammalian genomes. The appreciation that the genomes of higher eukaryotes are mosaics of distinct and diverse sequences, of which nearly half are derived from TEs, must be kept in mind when analyzing their sequence composition.

While retracing the origins of some TEs in any given genome is a task of uncertain outcome, several SINEs in mammalian genomes are clearly derived from tRNAs as well as parts the 7SL RNA, and in many cases from both ([@B24]). Alu elements in primates and B1 elements of rodents are good examples of prolific 7SL RNA-derived TEs ([@B11],[@B24]). In *M. domestica*, a 7SL pseudogene is present in ∼16 000 copies \[Gentles,A.J. and Jurka,J. P7SL_MD. Direct submission to Repbase Update ([@B33]). Rel. 11.02, March 3, 2006\].

The knowledge that TEs have made a substantial contribution to functional genomic features involved in gene regulation is reshaping our understanding of the origin and nature of gene regulatory elements. The hypothesis that many sequences of transposable origin in the human genome are no longer recognizable as such raises the possibility that novel regulatory modules could be brought to light with detection methods that are more sensitive than sequence alignments, provided they are sufficiently discriminatory. In the present study, a root word frequency-based approach has been used to accurately detect distal gene regulatory regions, such as enhancers and LCRs, previously identified as DHS or CNEs, by using the sequence of the 7SL RNA gene as query sequences. This approach highlights similarities in the sequence composition profiles of DNA sequences that cannot be observed by sequence alignment-based methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Root word count correlation
---------------------------

In *ab initio* pattern discovery approaches, the generation of string neighbors is used to retrace the hypothetical 'root' string for recurring motifs. In variations of this approach, as in that described by Keich and Pevzner ([@B34]), *(l,k*)-motifs ([@B35]) are inferred by generating *k*-neighbors from substrings of length *l* found in a sample sequence. In this concept, a *k*-neighbor is generated by allowing at most *k* substitutions from the sample string. Overrepresented words among those generated as neighbors are then considered as potentially relevant motifs. The term root word will be used herein to refer to *k*-neighbors of strings found in sample sequences.

Here, the same concept of root words is used but for different purposes. We assess sequence composition similarities between two DNA segments taken as a whole. For every string found in a query sequence, all *k*-neighbors of equal length are considered in a root word count and registered in a word table that includes all possible non-redundant words of a given length. For the query and subject sequences, every 5′--3′ string on both strands is used to obtain the root word counts. Hence, only non-redundant 5′--3′ words are considered in the word table that registers the counts.

We use a complete root word count in a query sequence as an expression of its sequence composition profile as a whole to find similarities in other DNA segments within a genomic sequence by performing the same counts on the latter. The resulting method thus relies simply on the root word counts in two distinct DNA segments followed by an assessment of correlation between the two data sets using the Pearson correlation coefficient. In this work, the data sets used to calculate the correlation coefficient were the counts for all non-redundant 5′--3′ 5-nt words. From all possible 5-nt words (*n* = 1024), complementary redundant words are removed (*n* = 512). For each of the possible 512 5-nt non-redundant words, a count is registered for each of their occurrences allowing at most one substitution, except when the substitution creates a CG dinucleotide. CG dinucleotides are excluded to avoid the biased sequence differences that are the consequence of hypermutable CpGs ([@B36]) as obsereved for Alu elements detected in the genomic sequences scanned in this study (data not shown). Both strands are simultaneously considered in the counts and the scan is strand indifferent. The application performing the scans is written in Python and correlation coefficients between the root word counts of the query and a window of the subject sequences are calculated using the 'pearsonr' function of the Scipy package (E.Jones *et al.* Scipy: Open source scientific tools for Python, 2001, <http://www.scipy.org>). As the sliding window acquires and loses entering and exiting strings respectively, the root word counts are updated in a word array by querying the root word dictionary for every word along the subject sequence. At fixed intervals, the correlation coefficient with the counts of the query sequence is reevaluated. In the present work, the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated at 10-bp intervals.

Sequences and gene annotations
------------------------------

All genomic sequences and gene annotations in this study are from NCBI build 36.3 of the human genome (reference assembly). Repeat Masker (A.F.A.Smit *et al. RepeatMasker Open-3.0*, 1996--2004, <http://www.repeatmasker.org>) was used to identify repeated elements and mask genomic sequences. CNEs are from the Vista enhancer browser database ([@B10]).

The 7SL sequence used as query in this work is that of the human 7SL gene.

RESULTS
=======

Sequence composition similarities between the 7SL sequence and DHS
------------------------------------------------------------------

The β-globin locus was used to show specific sequence composition similarities between the 7SL sequence and TEs as well as functional genomic elements not presumed to be TE-derived. This locus has been thoroughly documented and meticulously mapped for DHS ([@B37]) which makes it an ideal candidate to test computational approaches to be used for the identification of functional regulatory elements and most likely to reveal false positives.

Initial sequence similarity searches using our root word count correlation approach, with the β-globin HS2 and HS3 sequences used as queries, led to the identification of other regulatory regions, structural features of the β-globin genes and TEs, most noticeably of Alu sequences (data not shown). Based on these observations, we used our root word count correlation approach to investigate the extent of sequence composition similarities between the 7SL sequence, Alu elements and the DHS of the β-globin LCR as well as other genomic features. While no sequence alignment is possible between the β-globin LCR DHS and 7SL-derived sequences, using the 7SL sequence to scan a 15.5-kb sequence that spans the region harboring HS1 to HS5 of the β-globin LCR clearly highlighted unexpected commonalities between the 7SL sequence and certain DHS ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The well documented β-globin HS2, HS3 and HS4 ([@B37]) showed sequence composition similarities with the 7SL sequence that were clearly distinguishable from the background with respective *r* values of 0.44 (*P* = 1.33 × 10^−25^), 0.57 (*P* = 3.62 × 10^−45^) and 0.34 (*P* = 1.30 × 10^−15^) and comparable to those of the Alu elements identified in the same region with Repeat Masker ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.Root word count correlation scan using the 7SL sequence as query. Diamonds represent the center of a 300-bp sliding window. The region shown is that of the human β-globin LCR. The 15.5-kb sequence and annotations of DHS are from NCBI Reference Sequence: NG_000007.3. HS3.2 was described by Molete *et al.* ([@B53]). Repeated elements identified by Repeat Masker are shown in red above the graph and Alu sequences ('A') are projected down onto the graph in transparent red. DHS are shown in blue and HS2, HS3 and HS4 are projected upward in transparent blue.

Given the high GC content of the 7SL sequence (63%), we performed the same scan as that presented in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} with 100 consecutively generated shuffled versions of the 7SL sequence to assess whether the GC content was the major contributor to the observed similarities. The results presented in [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq234/DC1) show that more than 90% of the shuffled 7SL sequences display lower root-word content correlations than for the same DHS intervals with the original 7SL sequence. Some shuffled versions of the 7SL sequence even yield negative Pearson r values for the same intervals, clearly indicating that the GC content alone does not dictate the results.

Relationship between the 7SL sequence and functional genomic features
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis of a 300-kb sequence containing the human β-globin locus using the 7SL sequence as query showed striking sequence composition similarities with several TEs in addition to Alu sequences. Segments of LTRs and L1-LINEs generated similarity peaks comparable to those of Alu sequences ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Interestingly, the similarities with the 7SL sequence found in the four L1-LINEs reside in their 5′-UTRs. The projection of L1-LINEs over the graph along with their orientation clearly shows the location of these similarities ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Scanning the same 300-kb sequence masked for repeated elements ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) revealed that every DNA segment exhibiting appreciable sequence composition similarities with the 7SL sequence coincides with a functional feature related to gene structure or regulation. In [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B, the β-globin HS--111 ([@B38]) is shown in addition to those already mentioned ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), while all other annotated similarity peaks correspond to exonic sequences, mainly of olfactory receptor (OR) genes. It should be noted that the coding regions of OR genes also contain regulatory elements ([@B39]). Data from the same scan show a clear overlap of similarity peaks with promoters and exonic sequences of the β-globin genes in addition to the DHS ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). The δ-globin gene, which shows expression levels 40- to 50-fold less than the β-globin gene ([@B40; @B41; @B42]), is the only one not to have a 7SL similarity peak in its promoter/first exon area. The peak overlapping HS4 in [Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A is missing from Panels B and C of [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} because its core sequence is masked by Repeat Masker as an LTR4 element, a solo LTR from human endogenous retrovirus ERV3 ([@B43]). The sequence alignment between HS4 and the Repbase consensus LTR4 element \[A.F.Smit, LTR4. Direct Submission to Repbase Update (FEB-2000)\] spans 133 bp with a sequence identity of 88%. The core sequences of the other β-globin DHS do not contain any sequences derived from TEs based on Repeat Masker alignments (data not shown). In fact, the sequences of those DHS are unique in the genome as are most CNEs ([@B44]), but, as shown here, they are easily identifiable based on sequence composition similarity with the 7SL sequence. Figure 2.Root word count correlation scan of a 300-kb sequence containing the human β-globin locus using the 7SL sequence as query. Diamonds represent the center of a 300-bp sliding window. The region shown is from human chromosome 11 (chr11: 5 097 000--5 397 000, minus strand). (**A**) The unmasked sequence was analyzed. Relevant transposable elements are shown in red above the graph and projected downward in transparent red. A, Alu sequences and L, LTRs. Arrows indicate orientation of L1-LINEs. In (**B**) and (**C**) sequences masked with a Repeat Masker were analyzed. In (B), relevant similarity peaks outside the region projected in panel C (transparent green) are numbered on the graph: 1, OR51M1; 2, β-globin HS-111; 3, hmm1448204; 4, LOC643745; 5, OR51B5; 6, OR51B2; 7, OR51V1; (**C**) HS1 to HS4 are shown in blue and exons of β-globin genes are shown in green. All features are projected in their respective transparent color onto the graph. Coordinates are relative to the start of exon 1 of the ε-globin gene.

Similarity peaks with the 7SL RNA sequence coincide with DHS
------------------------------------------------------------

Results obtained from an analysis of the human *TAL1* locus are presented here to further demonstrate the intriguing relationship between 7SL sequence composition similarities and DHS. The *TAL1* locus contains several regulatory elements that have been experimentally characterized ([@B45]) as well as several CNEs ([@B10]). It was recently mapped for DHS using an array-based approach ([@B7]), confirming previous findings, which makes it an appropriate locus to illustrate the capabilities of the method presented in this work. Side by side comparison of experimental DHS mapping data and graphic representation of sequence composition similarities with the 7SL sequence provides a novel perspective on *in silico* DHS predictability.

We show here that the human *TAL1* locus is rich in sequences that display both DNaseI hypersensitivity and sequence composition similarities with the 7SL sequence. Similarity peaks reflecting sequence composition resemblance with the 7SL sequence indentify promoters, exons and DHS with surprising accuracy. Our results show that sequence composition similarity with the 7SL sequence is highly predictive of DHS. The pattern of 7SL similarity peaks in and around the *TAL1* gene ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) is in striking accordance with the microarray DHS mapping of Follows *et al.* ([@B7]) over the same genomic region (see their [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). A careful side by side comparison of their results for the human *TAL1* locus with our assessment of 7SL sequence similarities for the same region reveals a near perfect match with DNaseI hypersensitivity ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq234/DC1)). While the 65-kb *STIL* gene has only an isolated peak that coincides with its promoter, the region surrounding the *TAL1* and *PDZK1IP1* genes is densely packed with 7SL sequence similarities, from the −10-kb HS to the +51-kb HS, that faithfully reproduce the pattern of HS/enhancer regions previously described ([@B7]). Some of the latter are also documented as CNEs, as in the case of the −4, +20/21, +24 and +51 kb elements ([@B10]). Figure 3.Root word count correlation scan of a 150-kb sequence containing the human *TAL1* locus using the 7SL sequence as query. Diamonds represent the center of a 300-bp sliding window. The region shown is from human chromosome 1. Coordinates are those of Follows *et al.* ([@B7]). Exons are in green, exons predicted by Gnomon (NCBI build 36.3) are in orange and CNEs present in the Vista enhancer browser database ([@B10]) are in blue. Exons and CNEs are annotated to scale with the graph and projected onto it in their respective transparent colors. Relevant features described by Follows *et al.* ([@B7]) are identified relative to the start of exon 1a of the *TAL1* gene from −10 kb to +51 kb directly over the corresponding CNEs, or designated by purple arrows for elements not identified as CNEs. Figure 4.Representative root word count correlation scans using the 7SL sequence as query. Diamonds represent the center of a 300-bp sliding window. Region shown is from human chromosome 11. (**A**) A 3.5-Mb sequence (chr11: 3 430 000--6 930 000, minus strand). Scan results from the unmasked sequence are in red and those from the same sequence masked by Repeat Masker are superimposed in black. (**B**) A 580 000-kb portion of the masked sequence from panel A is shown with gene names and directions of transcription. Exons are in green and exons predicted by Gnomon (NCBI build 36.3) are in orange. Exons are projected onto the graph for all genes except for *RRM1* and *NUP98* for which only the first and last exons are projected to improve clarity.

Non-random distribution of 7SL sequence similarities
----------------------------------------------------

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A shows the relative abundance, in a 3.5-Mb region of chromosome 11, of sequences that display sequence composition similarities with the 7SL sequence in both masked (black) with Repeat Masker and unmasked (red) sequences. Similarity peaks shown on the graph in red are attributable to TEs, mainly Alu elements and L1-LINEs. The similarity peaks shown in black are not presumed to be of transposable origin, as they are not masked by Repeat Masker, and coincide for the most part with exons and promoters. Those peaks show a clustering tendency and reflect local exonic density (data not shown). To illustrate this general observation, a typical 580-kb region taken from the 3.5 Mb sequence of [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A is shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B. It displays patterns of sequence similarities with the 7SL sequence that are reminiscent of observations made with the β-globin and *TAL1* loci ([Figures 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). 7SL sequence similarity peaks coincide with exons of known or predicted genes (Gnomon annotations, NCBI build 36.3). In regions containing relatively short genes (hmm1068204, hmm6082203, RHOG, FRAG1, *CHRNA10, ART1, ART5* and *TRPC2*), sequence similarities with the 7SL sequence reflect exon density. Note that similarity peaks are only found near the first and last exons in the case of *NUP98* and only in the first exon of *RRM1*. The presence of similarity peaks either at the 5′- or 3′-ends of these genes, as in the case of the *STIL* gene ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), combined with observations made for the β-globin and TAL1 loci suggests that this is not a random occurrence and is in accordance with the notion that there is a high likelihood of functionality for the genomic segments identified here. Finally, STIM1 is intermediate in that the similarity peaks are concentrated in or near the 5′ and 3′ exons, but are not restricted to the first and last exons.

DISCUSSION
==========

The root word count method presented in this work permits facile detection of sequence composition similarities, which in turn can suggest similar biological properties of unrelated or distantly related DNA segments. It is important, however, to understand that this method is not a pattern discovery approach nor is it a substitute for sequence alignments. The specific use of this method in this work shows the predictability of certain DHS using TEs as query sequences, and raises intriguing questions about the elusive sequence features that may contribute to the high likelihood that such DNA segments will have a functional role either as TEs, coding regions of exons, 5′-UTRs, 3′-UTRs, promoters or distal regulatory regions. While the results presented here show a broad spectrum of functional genomic features with sequence composition similarities with the 7SL sequence, not all such features are detectable. The 7SL sequence, when used as query, reveals the presence of most documented DHS in the β-globin ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and *TAL1* ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) loci and although there is a striking accordance with the experimental DHS mapping of Follows *et al.* ([@B7]) for the *TAL1* locus, there is no reason to believe that all DHS can be detected in this manner. Some DHS do not show sequence composition similarities with the 7SL sequence, most notably, HS1 and HS5 of the β-globin LCR ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Given the observation that 7SL sequence composition similarities are highly predictive of potentially functional sequence features, some aspects of the approach presented here could be very useful in efforts to perform exhaustive genome wide annotations of functional coding and non-coding sequences. Whereas the annotation of coding sequences is for all intents and purposes complete, there is still limited knowledge---and hence limited annotation---of the gene regulatory features that are subtly spread and scattered across gigabases of genomic sequence. The recent work of Heintzman *et al.* ([@B46]), which reports the identification of over 55 000 distal regulatory elements, is a major step forward in that regard, but at the same time underlines the work still ahead as this assessment is based on experimental results with only two cell types with the great majority of enhancers being cell-specific. Indeed, with only some 5000 of the enhancers identified in that study that are common to both cell types, it is possible that Heintzman *et al.*'s assessment of cell-specific enhancers in Hela and K562 cells may just be the tip of the iceberg of the total number of enhancers present in the human genome. Their own assessment puts that number somewhere between 10^5^ and 10^6^. Many such elements may also escape genome-wide experimental detection. The method described here is complementary to such large scale experimental analyses as we cannot assume that any method will be exhaustive.

Distal regulatory segments have proven more difficult to detect than promoters or exons, in essence due to the great diversity of their sequence, internal organization and distance from the genes on which they act. They can reside tens or even hundreds of kb either upstream or downstream of their target gene ([@B47]) and are often nested in the introns of neighboring genes ([@B48]). Approaches to indentifying such gene regulatory regions by searching for clusters of TF-binding sites (TFBSs), coupled with gene expression data, have yielded promising results ([@B3]). However, knowledge of the *in vivo* binding preferences for most TFs is still incomplete, and therefore cannot be overly relied on when attempting genome-wide identification of gene regulatory regions. Moreover, such an approach is justified on the assumption that the major sequence and functional determinants of distal regulatory regions are the TFBSs that they contain. Ascertaining regulatory regions that are TE-derived on this assumption would be even less reliable given the recent observation that TE-derived TFBSs evolve more rapidly than those which are not repeat-derived sites ([@B49]). In such cases, a sequence context based approach, such as the one presented here, may be more successful or serve as a valuable complement to methods that rely on knowledge of TFBSs.

Comparative genomics has been successfully used to identify a large number of CNEs, some of them with *in vivo* confirmations of their functional capacity as exemplified by the Vista enhancer browser database ([@B50]). The sequences looked for are either highly conserved (typically ≥70% identity over ≥100 bp), in distantly-related species such as fish, birds and mammals, or ultraconserved (∼100% identity over ≥100 bp), in more closely-related species such as different mammals ([@B1]). No preconditions are assumed, except that highly conserved or ultraconserved non-coding sequences are likely to be of regulatory significance. However, the presence of detectable CNEs with regulatory significance inevitably reflects the regulatory nature of conserved processes that have not been subjected to substantial innovations or drift in the sequence composition of their regulatory elements. Therefore, comparative genomics is especially suited and useful for detecting regulatory regions that have been well conserved between species and in cases where gene orthologs can be easily identified in genomic regions with well preserved synteny. Less conserved regulatory regions or more recently acquired lineage- or even species-specific regulatory features may elude these efforts.

In our root word count approach, the starting point is a modular sequence known or suspected to be able to detect unrelated or distantly related regulatory sequences. Other sequences of similar composition are searched for in the same or other genomes. The degree of sequence identity between the query sequence and the identified candidate segments is often \<50% making these sequence similarities almost impossible to find by sequence alignment methods. This consideration is especially important as it contrasts with large scale identification of CNEs that does not allow such a low threshold of sequence similarities. It should be noted that the purpose of the work reported here is not to infer common origins for the genomic segments identified but rather commonalities in functional properties.

An important conclusion of this work is that DNA segments exhibiting sequence composition similarities with the 7SL RNA gene, detected using our root word count approach, all harbored functional features of one kind or another. Considering the significant sequence composition similarity, as assessed here ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A), between the 7SL sequence and segments of L1-LINEs and LTRs, the similarities found in this work with the 7SL sequence in masked sequences raises the possibility that they may be exapted fragments of these retroelements. Moreover, the presumed TEs that could have given birth to these functional features may have been active only in an extinct vertebrate ancestor and it will not be possible to ascertain their alleged contribution unless the right intermediates to do so are found. However, while it is tempting to infer a common origin for the elements identified in this study and the 7SL gene, or any 7SL RNA-derived TE, we should also consider the possibility that the sequence composition similarities highlighted in this work may be products of some form of convergent sequence selection that is characteristic of certain regulatory sequences. Whether these DNA segments are of a common origin or not, they as a whole, share a sequence composition bias that is sufficient to detect their presence in ways that would not be possible by sequence alignments. The usefulness of this approach as a detection method for potentially relevant DHS or other types of functional elements remains, regardless of the true explanation for the observed sequence composition similarities uncovered in this work.

The identification of DHS by Southern blotting in large genomic sequences was a tedious task. New techniques making use of microarray mapping, real-time PCR and massively parallel signature sequencing render possible large scale identification of DHS ([@B5],[@B7],[@B51],[@B52]). Genome-wide mapping of such sites has been attempted for a few cell types and has generated thousands of DHS ([@B5],[@B52]). A refined determination of the functional core of these sites will allow computational methods, such as the one presented here, to exploit this knowledge to tackle genome-wide mapping of such elements and complement experimental efforts in order to yield better annotations of DHS.

The root word frequency approach that we have developed allows simple assessment of sequence similarity with a query sequence in large genomic sequences with very high sensitivity and a very low apparent false positive rate, although no assessment of true positive versus false positive rates can be presented here since no unified annotation exists for the elements identified in this study. It is rather the findings that a very high fraction, if not all, DNA segments that show strong sequence composition similarities with the 7SL sequence are functional genomic features that should considered foremost in assessing the usefulness of this approach. Our approach complements existing methods by using the sequence composition profile of known regulatory regions or TEs, as a whole, in order to find DNA segments that may harbor telling characteristic sequence features. It brings to light fundamental sequence composition similarities between regulatory DNA segments that are presumed to be unrelated, as most of them are 'unique' sequences in the human genome. Until recently, the major limitation for computational methods in identifying distal regulatory regions was the lack of large experimental training datasets to allow their exhaustive genome-wide detection. The approach presented here opens the door to large scale detection of distal regulatory regions and DHS using one such element to find many others even in unrelated loci.
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